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Abstract. We study the boundedness and the asymptotic behavior of the

solutions of a nonlinear, Revalued Volterra equation with a positive definite

kernel, generalizing earlier scalar results.

1. Introduction. The boundedness and the asymptotic behavior of the

solutions of the nonlinear Volterra equation

(1.1)    x'(t) + f    g(x(t - s)) dp(s) = f(t)       (iGR+);       x(0) = x0,
JlO,t]

has been studied in different contexts. Best known is naturally the classical,

real case, i.e. when x, g and/are real functions, and p is a real measure. Some

scalar results have been generalized to equations in R" (e.g. [6, §18] and [18]),

and others have been proved directly for Revalued equations (e.g. [5]), but on

the whole the R" theory is less developed than the scalar theory. Lately much

effort has been devoted to the study of (1.1) in real Hubert spaces (e.g. [1], [2],

and [7]—[10]), and these results, of course, also apply to equations in R".

However, in an infinite-dimensional space certain additional difficulties show

up which are not present in R", and this may account for the fact that the

Hubert space results do not seem to be very sharp in R", or at best

unnecessarily complicated.

The preceding facts have motivated us to study (1.1) specifically in R". We

take/ G L'(R+; R"), g G C(R"; R"), and let /* be a matrix-valued measure

(think of p as a matrix whose entries are scalar-valued measures). If p is

absolutely continuous, say dp(t) = A (t) dt, where A is an i ntegrable, matrix-

valued function, then one natural way to write (1.1) in R" is

x'(t) + [   A(s)g(x(t-s))ds=f(t)       (i£R+);       x(0) = x0,
•'[O.f]

where x, g and / have been identified with column vectors, and an ordinary

matrix multiplication notion is used. In the general case we write (1.1) in the

form
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(E)   *'(') + [   dp(s)g(x(t-s))=f(t)       (íGR+);       x(0) = x0,
Jlo,i]

thereby understanding

*;o + 2 f gk(x(t - s)) dpJk(s)=fj(t)   u -1.«).
k-\JlO,t]

One very fruitful approach in the scalar case employs the notion of a

positive definite kernel, and we use the same approach in R". Many of the

scalar results go through without any difficulties whatsoever, and others only

require a small amount of additional work. However, certain new problems

arise in R" which are not present in R1, and we try to pay particular attention

to these.

We begin in §3 by characterizing the positive definite kernels in R". No

particular difficulties show up, but one interesting question presents itself: To

which extent is a positive definite kernel selfadjoint? We show that the a

priori symmetry requirements on the kernel which are widely used in papers

on equations in Hubert spaces are superfluous (we only discuss R", but the

same method works in a Hubert space). However, the mere fact that a kernel

is positive definite implies a certain amount of selfadjointness (Remark 3.3

below).

Another interesting observation is that one aspect of the theory is simpler

in C than in R" (Remark 3.2 below).

In §4 we investigate what the boundedness of a particular quadratic

integral implies about the asymptotic behavior of the integrated function. As

in the scalar case, this is a key step in the development of a theory on the

asymptotic behavior of the bounded solutions of (E). One who is familiar

with the scalar theory presented in [15] finds no surprises in §4.

We get to the heart of the matter in §5, where we begin to apply the results

of §§3-4 to the study of (E). We give one theorem on existence and

boundedness of solutions of (E), and two theorems on the asymptotic spectra

of the bounded solutions of (E). Here we face a well-known difficulty: In

order for the proofs in the scalar case to carry over to R", we have to suppose

that g is the gradient of a function G (which is trivially true in R1). This

assumption must not be regarded as a technical one; it is indispensable, as we

show with a linear counterexample.

Theorem 3.2 in [16], which gives sufficient conditions for the solutions of

the scalar equation (1.1) to satisfy g(x(t)) -» 0 (t -» oo), also generalizes to R",

as we show in §6. The most natural way of generalizing [16, Theorem 3.2]

does not lead to a satisfactory result, since it does not contain the case when p

is the derivative of a decreasing matrix function (see the example following

Theorem 6.1 below). A less obvious extension (Theorem 6.2 below) turns out

to be substantially better.
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Finally, in §7 we show that two different types of monotone kernels are

positive definite. Also this is analogous to the corresponding scalar result. In

addition we investigate the annoying case when the kernel of (E) is degener-

ate and some of our theorems either become trivial or do not apply. We

conclude by presenting the result one gets when one applies, e.g., Theorem 6.1

to a first order, nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations.

2. Preliminaries. Most of the notations we use are so standardized in the

mathematical literature that we do not feel a need to explain them one by

one. However, we also employ some less common notations, and these are

explained below.

The following symbols are given a special meaning:

R+ = [0, oo), N = {1, 2,... }, Z = {0, ± 1, ± 2,... },
N„ = {1,2,...,«},
n = dimension of the space C" or R",

R"'" = the set of « by « matrices with real entries,

C,n = the set of n by n matrices with complex entries,

/ = identity matrix in C*",

%(A) = nullspace of A E C'n,

Xe = characteristic function of the set E,

Z(p): see Definition 4.2,

T(cp): see Definition 4.3,

a(cp): see Definition 4.4.

Whenever F denotes a function space, we mean by F(X; Y) those func-

tions that map X into Y. A similar notation is used for measure and

distribution spaces. Examples on such spaces are:

BUC: Bounded, uniformly continuous functions,

LAC: Locally absolutely continuous functions,

BM: (Finite) Borel measures,

M: Radon measures (locally BM),

S : Rapidly decreasing functions,

S': Tempered distributions,

PD: See Definitions 3.1 and 3.2.

In particular, we work with C- and C^-valued measures and distributions.

The simplest way to visualize a C- or (^"'"-valued distribution is to think of a

vector or matrix whose entries are scalar-valued distributions, and perform all

calculations componentwise.

The operator * operates on elements in C",n in a standard way: A* is the

adjoint of A E C'n. We identify C with the set of n by 1 matrices, and let *

operate on elements of C as well: a* is the complex conjugate of the

transpose of a. This notation is also carried over to C- and (^"-valued

functions and distributions.
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Subindexes are mainly used to denote the components of an element in C

or C'n, but occasionally for other purposes when no confusion is likely to

arise. Scalar-, vector- and matrix-valued functions and distributions are

multiplied following the standard rules for matrix multiplication. In particu-

lar, the integral

(     <P*(')f   dp(s)<p(t - s) dt
J[0,T] Aoj]

should be interpreted as

2    (    ,!(')[   <P*0 - 0 tyk(s) dt-

In addition to the matrix operator * we need some operators which operate

specifically on functions or measures (the integrals are over R or R+, and dt

throughout stands for Lebesgue measure):

' (prime): differentiation,

rh (translation): (rA<p)(r) = <p(t + A),

° (composition): (g ° <p)(t) = g(<p(t)),

* (convolution):

O * X)(t) = / <p(r - s) dX(s)      («p G BUC, X G BM),

(<p * h)(t) = ¡<p(t - s)A(s) ds       (<p G L00, A G Lx),

(X E BM),

(h E Lx),

": <p = (<p ° T})*, where tj(í) = - t maps R -» R.

Note in particular the definition of "; it is one possible extension (and the

right one for our purposes) of the scalar operator " used in [14]. We allow the

same operators to operate on distributions, thereby understanding that they

have been extended in the standard way.

The Euclidean norm in C is denoted by | |, and the corresponding

operator norm in C",n by || ||.

Functions and measures defined on R+ are extended to R by zero outside

R+.

The words "positive", "negative", "increasing" and "decreasing" are used

as synonyms to "nonnegative", "nonpositive", "nondecreasing" and "nonin-

creasing".

By a positive matrix A (A > 0) we mean one which satisfies a*Aa > 0

(a E C), i.e. a matrix which sometimes is called positive semidefinite. In

(Fourier transform):

X(a) = ¡e~ias dX(s)

h(a) = fe-iash(s)ds
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particular, since we allow a to take values in C, every positive matrix is

selfadjoint. We frequently use the well-known fact that if A > 0, a E C, then

a*Aa = 0 iff Aa = 0.

The same positivity concept carries over to C'"-valued functions and

measures. The positivity of a C"'"-valued function is tested pointwise, and we

call a C'"-valued measure p positive (p > 0) if p(E) > 0 for every bounded

Borel set E.

3. Positive definite, matrix-valued measures. Our first goal is to extend the

results in [14, §1] to matrix-valued measures. The first choice which faces us is

whether one should work in R" or in C. The natural setting in the applica-

tions to Volterra equations is R". On the other hand, we want to take Fourier

transforms, and therefore we need complex scalars. Moreover, the theory of

positive definiteness is no more complicated in C than in R", on the

contrary, it is simpler (cf. Remark 3.2 below). For these reasons we basically

work in C.

Definition 1.2 in [14] generalizes trivially to C:

Definition 3.1. A measure pE M(R+; C-") is positive definite (p E

PD(R+; C"'")) if for every T E R+ and for every <p G C([0, T\, C),

Re) f     <p*(/) [   dp(s)cp(t - s)dt\ > 0.
lyio.r]        •'[o,/] J

One defines PD(R+; R"'") as above, replacing C-" by R"-" and C by R". It

is easy to see that PD(R+; R"'") - M(R+; R"'") n PD(R+; C"-").
As a reader familiar with, e.g., [14] might expect, the positive definiteness of

p is related to the behavior of p. Some results in this direction are known

even in the infinite-dimensional case (i.e. with C replaced by a Hubert

space), e.g., MacCamy's and Wong's [10, Lemma (4.3)] applies when dp(t) —

A(t)dt (t E R+), where A E C2(R+; R"-"), A - /l(oo), A', A" E L\ and

A = A*. This lemma (applied to the finite dimensional case) states that under

the preceding assumptions, p is positive definite if A (oo) > 0, and

Re{(^ -A(oo)Y) > 0.

The one completely new condition which MacCamy and Wong use, com-

pared to the R1 case, is that p be selfadjoint. The same condition is found

throughout in papers on Hubert space theory. When one wants to extend

results in R' to R" it is indeed tempting to assume selfadjointness, as this

makes the proofs for the R' case go through without difficulties in R".

However, the theory in [14] is a theory for C1, not R', and no "selfadjoint-

ness", i.e. real-valuedness, is assumed of p. Following the procedure in [14]

one gets a natural extension to C:
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Definition 3.2. A measure v G M(R; C'") is positive definite (v E

PD(R; C'")) if for every T E R+ and for every <p G L2([- T, T]; C),

f       4>*(')f dv(s)<p(t-s)dt>0.
Jl-T,T] J[t-T,t+T]

Theorem 3.1. Let p G M(R+; C-"), and define v = p + p. Then p G

PD(R+; C'n) iffvE PD(R; C-").

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is the same as (or rather somewhat simpler than)

the proof of [14, Theorem 1.1]. In particular, it uses the fact that

Reff     w*(t)[  Ms)<p(t - s) dt]
(3 ,-v [jIo,t]        •/[o,/l J

-if   <p*(0 f      *('M' - 0 *
2 •'[o,r]        •/[/-r,/]

for every T E R+, and for every <p G C([0, 7]; C).

Remark 3.1. As in [14] we observe that the mapping p-*v given by

v = p + p is not one-to-one. The value of p({0)) — /t*({0}) is lost, and

v({0)) = p({0}) + /x*({0}) is selfadjoint. This fact enables us to apply the

theory of positive definiteness to a first order system of differential equations

with no symmetry requirement on the right-hand side. See Proposition 7.4

below.

We have the following characterization of positive definiteness:

Theorem 3.2. Let v G M(R; C'n). Then the following three statements are

equivalent:

(i) v G PD(R; C'"),

(ii) a*va G PD(R; C)/or every a E C,

(iii) v E S'(R; C'"), * 6 M(R; C"-"), and v > 0.

The proof of Theorem 3.2 is deferred to the end of this section.

Combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 with the fact that v = p + p implies

v = p + p* (do the computation componentwise, and see [12, p. 251]) one

obviously gets

Corollary 3.1. Let p G M(R+; C'n). Then the following three statements

are equivalent:
(i) p E ?D(R+; C'n),

(ii) a*pa G PD(R+; C)/or every a G C,

(iii) p G S '(R; Cn<"), p + p* G M(R; C'"), and p + p* > 0.

Whenever p is selfadjoint and R^-valued, then Re p = i(/î + /î*). Thus

Corollary 3.1 contains the R" version of [10, Lemma (4.3)] (A(co) ^ 0 only

means that Re p has a positive "point mass" at zero; cf. [16, Lemma 1.1]).
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Corollary 3.1 also contains the R" version of [9, Theorem 2.1]. The relation

between A in [9, Theorem 2.1] and p in Corollary 3.1 is A(t) = p([0, t])

(t e R+).
Remark 3.2. Corollary 3.1 illustrates how the theory of positive definiteness

is simpler in C than in R": The version of Corollary 3.1 one gets by replacing

C, C-" by R", R",n is false. Take, e.g., n = 2, dp(t) = A dt (t G R+), where

A = (0 -¿). Then a*Aa = 0 (a E R2), so in particular a*pa G PD(R+; R)

(a E R2). However, p is not positive definite. Take T = 2-n, <p*(t) =

(sin(r), cos(/)), and compute

f    <p*(t)[   Atp(t - s)dsdt = -2tt <0.
JlO,T] Jl0,t]

Remark 3.3. There is an even simpler way to see that the example in

Remark 3.2 is not positive definite. It suffices to observe that A is not

selfadjoint. Although we have not a priori assumed selfadjointness of a

positive definite measure p, the mere fact that p is positive definite implies a

certain amount of selfadjointness. Take, e.g., the case when dp(t) = A (r) dt

(t E R+), where A G C(R+; C-"). Then ^(0) > 0, hence ̂ (0) is selfadjoint.

In view of Corollary 3.1 the proof of this fact can be reduced to the

corresponding scalar statement that every a E C(R+; Q n PD(R+; C)

satisfies a(0) > 0. This scalar version is true because every bounded function

b E PD(R; C) is a.e. equal to a continuous function (the extended b defined

by b(t) = a(t) (t E R+), b(t) = a"(- f) (t < 0) could a priori have a discon-

tinuity at zero), and every b E C(R; C) n PD(R; Q (positive definite in the

sense of Bochner) satisfies ¿(0) > 0. A similar observation to the preceding

one is the following: If p is of the form dp(t) = dX(t) + A dt (t E R+), where

X E BM(R+; C-") and A E C-", then p is positive definite iff X is positive

definite and A > 0 (hence A = A *). Compute p = X + A [tr80 - ih], where 80

is the Dirac measure at zero, and h is the Hubert transform. Thus p + fi* has

order zero iff A is selfadjoint, and the point mass at zero is positive iff A > 0.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. That (i) => (ii) is trivial.

Suppose that (ii) holds. We want to show that (iii) then is true. By (ii), all

diagonal elements v» of v are scalar-valued, positive definite measures, and so

by [14, Theorem 1.2], vM E S'(R; C), 9M E M(R; C) (/ G NJ. That also every
nondiagonal element vjk satisfies vjk G S '(R; C), vjk G M(R; C) follows from

the fact that for every a, ß E C,

4a*vß = (a + ß)*r(a + ß) - (a - ß)*v(a - ß)

- i(a + iß)*v(a + iß) + i(a - iß)*v(a - iß),

and here the right-hand side is a combination of positive definite measures.
Thus v E S'(R;Cn-n) and v G M(R;Cn'n).
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It still remains to show that v(E) > 0, i.e. a*v(E)a > 0 (a G C), for every

bounded Borel set E. However, this also follows from (ii) combined with [14,

Theorem 1.2], because the scalar-valued measure a*va is positive for every

a EC.

To prove that (iii) => (i) one first uses an approximation argument to show

that fRrj*(a) dv(a)t\(a) > 0 for every tj G C(R; C) with compact support

(such functions can be uniformly approximated by step functions), and then

one completes the proof as in the scalar case.

4. An asymptotic problem. We continue as in [15] by studying the asymp-

totic problem: What does the condition

(4.1) sup Re   f    <p*(t) [   dp(s)(p(t - s) dt) < oo
reR+      [jIo,t]        Jlo,i] )

imply about the asymptotic behavior of <p1 No unexpected difficulties show

up.

Definition 4.1. A measure X G M(R; C"'n) is strictly positive at a point

a E R // there exists e > 0 s«cA that the measure Xe defined by dXt(t) = dX(t)

— el dt is positive in (a — s, a + e).

Definition 4.2. The spectral set Z(p) of a measure p G PD(R+; C'H) is the

set where p + p* is not strictly positive.

Definition 4.3. The limit set T(q>) of a function <p G L°°(R+; C) is given by

T(cp) - [if, S L°°(R; C)\T,t<p -» jf> weak* in L°°(R; C),

for some sequence tk —* oo J.

As in the scalar case (see [15, §2]) one can show that whenever <p G

BUC(R+; C), then T(<p) is also given by

r(«p) = [\p G BUC(R; C")|T,t<p -* \¡/ uniformly on compact sets,

(4,2J for some sequence tk -» oo}.

Definition 4.4. The spectrum a(y) of a function <p G L°°(R; C) is the

support of the distribution Fourier transform tp.

Note that if <pj (j E N„) are the components of <p in Definition 4.4, then

o(<p) = Ujeti^altpj), where o(<pf) is the spectrum of the scalar function <pj.

Theorem 4.1. Let p E PD(R+; C-"), <p G ¿"(R"1"; C), and suppose that

(4.1) holds. Then ct(i|/) G Z(p)for every i E T(x).

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Take some a g Z(p). Choose an e as in Defini-

tion 4.1 (with X = p + p*), and choose some tj G ?(R; C) such that 0 < t} <

e, f)(w) = e, o(t/) c [to - e, a + e]. Define d£(t) = Ii\(t) dt (t E R+). Then

£ + £* = Irj, and hence by Corollary 3.1, p — £ is positive definite. This,

together with (4.1), gives
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sup   f     cp*(t) [   d£(s)cp(t - s)dt < oo.
rer jío,t]        Jio,t]

Substituting d£(s) = I-q(s) ds, and using the fact that tj is positive definite, we

get

sup   (    $ Í   rtsfcA' - s)dsdt < co       (j G N„).
reR+ Ao,T]  J[o,t)

Now take some \p E T(cp). Note that ty E T(cpj) (J G N„). Theorem 3.1 in

[15] (together with [14, Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.1]) yields to G a(^)

(/ G NJ, and thus tí G a(\p). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Similar proofs could obviously be used to extend [15, Theorems 4.1 and

4.3].

5. On the equation (E). We next apply the theory of §§3-4 to the nonlinear,

vector-valued Volterra equation (E). Here we work in R" and not in C. A

theory for C is obtained if one imbeds C in R2n.

Our assumptions are the following:

(HI) pE?D(R+;Rn>n),

(H2) g is the gradient of a function G E C' (Rn; R),

(H3) inf (?(!)> -oo,      sup|g(£)|(l+|(7(£)!)"'< cc,
feR" îeR"

(H4> /GL'(R+;R").

Theorem 5.1. Let (H1)-(H4) hold. Then (E) has at least one solution x on

R+, and for each solution x the function g » x is bounded. If also lim^^G^)

= oo, then all solutions of (E) are bounded.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is the same as in the scalar case [11, §2] (line

(2.4) in [11] becomes trivial because of (HI)).

In the sequel we suppose that we have a bounded solution:

(H5)      x E L°°(R+; R") n LAC(R+; R") satisfies (E) a.e. on R+.

Theorem 5.2. Let (HI), (H2), (H4) and (H5) hold. Then a(^) G Z(p)for

every »p G T( g ° x).

The proof of Theorem 5.2 is also the same as in the scalar case [15,

Proposition 7.1] (the part referring to [15, Theorem 3.1]).

We continue as in [16], and refine Theorem 5.2 in the case when p has a

finite total variation (for simplicity we take ß = 0 in [16, Condition (HI)]).

We replace (HI) by

(H6) p eBM(R+;RM),     p + p* > 0.
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Note that by Corollary 3.1, (H6) implies (HI). When (H6) holds, then p is

continuous, and therefore Z(p) is also given by

Z(p) = [a ER\p(a) + p*(a) is singular).

If, in addition, (H2), (H4) and (H5) hold, then x, g ° x E BUC(R+; R"), and
one can use (4.2) to define T(x), T(g ° x). Moreover, every y E T(x) satisfies

the limit equation

(5.1) /(/) + f dp(s)g(y(t - s)) = 0      (re R).
jR+

The proofs of these claims are the same as in the scalar case.

Theorem 5.3. Let (H2), (H4), (H5) and (H6) hold. Then every y G T(x)

satisfies a(y) C a(g °y) U {0}, and a(g °y) c Z(p).

The proof of Theorem 5.3 is a straightforward modification of the proof of

[16, Theorem 3.1].

The set T(x) has, in fact, more structure than what is evident from

Theorem 5.3. This is completely analogous to the linear case discussed in [6,

pp. 552-553]. Loosely speaking, for each y E T(x) the value of (g °y)~ at an

isolated point a of Z(p) is contained in %(p(a) + p*(a)). This observation

(in a modified form) plays a key role in the proof of Theorem 6.2 below.

Taking « = 1 in Theorems 5.1-5.3 the hypotheses essentially reduce to the

customary scalar hypotheses. In particular, (H2) holds whenever g E

C(R; R); one can define G\£) = /og(rj) drt\ (£ E R). As soon as « > 2 the

condition g E C(R"; R") is strictly weaker than (H2). One can, of course, ask

whether Theorems 5.2-5.3 remain true with (H2) replaced by g G C(R"; R")

(Theorem 5.1 cannot even be formulated without (H2)). The answer is

negative, as the following linear counterexample shows. Take « = 2, dp(t) =

Ie~' dt (t E R+), g(£) = (j ~x% and consider (E) with /= 0, x* - (2, 1).

Clearly the kernel is positive definite, and Z(p) = 0. The condition (H2)

does not hold (for linear functions (H2) is equivalent to selfadjointness; then

G(£) = j£*g(£)). Interpret R2 as the complex plane, and define z(t) = xx(t)

+ ix2(t) (t E R+). Then z satisfies

z'(t) + (1 + /) f   e-°-s)z(s) ¿s = 0       (/6 R+);       z(0) = 2 + /.
J[Q,t]

This equation is equivalent to the second order differential equation

z" + z' + (1 + i)z = 0;   2(0) = 2 + /;   z'(0) = 0,

whose solution is

*(/) = (1 + />-" + eu~x)l       (t E R+).

Returning to the original interpretation of C as R2 we obtain
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X(t) =

*(*(')) =

(ÍGR+),

(/GR+).

(1 + e~')cos(r) + sin(/)

cos(r) - (1 - e~')sin(r)

e~'cos(>) + (2 - e~')sin(/)

(2 + e~')cos(/) + e~'sin(/)

In particular, g(x(t)) v> 0 (t -» oo), which would be true if the conclusion of

either Theorem 5.2 or Theorem 5.3 were valid (cf. [16, Lemma 1.3]).

6. A theorem on asymptotic stability. Our next goal is to extend [16,

Theorem 3.2] to R". One possible approach is to simply copy [16, Theorem

3.2] (with ß = 0 in [16, Condition (HI)]), except that one substitutes (H2) for

g E C(R; R). Then the proof in [16] goes through, and one has

Theorem 6.1. Let (H2), (H4), (H5) and (H6) hold. In addition suppose that

Z(p) is countable, and that

(6.1) p(tí) = 0       (coGZ(ju)).

Then every y E T(x) is a constant. If moreover 0 G Z(p), then g(x(/))-»0

(/-»oo).

Theorem 6.1 is true, but not very sharp. In general, a singular matrix does

not vanish completely, so (6.1), which, in particular, implies /2(to) + p*(u>) = 0

(u E Z(p)), is rather restrictive. For example, take n linear, real scalar

equations of the form (E):

*;c) +f[0t]xj(t -s) w=•£('>   ve N«)'

let x, f be the vector-valued functions whose components are x,, L and let p

be the diagonal, matrix-valued measure whose diagonal elements are p¡. Then

(H4)-(H6) hold, provided xp pp fj (j G N„) satisfy the corresponding scalar

conditions. Assumption (6.1) becomes

(6.2) ji(to) = 0   (toGZ(ja) = {toGR|Re/î;(to) = 0/oriome/GNn}).

Thus, if Z(p) is countable and (6.2) holds, then Theorem 6.1 applies.

However, instead of applying Theorem 6.1 one can apply [16, Theorem 3.2] to

the components Xj of x separately, and one finds that the conclusion of

Theorem 6.1 (ignore its last statement for the moment) remains valid under

the weaker assumption pj(oi) = 0 (to G Z(/x,) = {to G R|Re pj(u>) = 0}) (/ G

N„). This is equivalent to

(6.3) 9L( M («)) 3 %{ p (tí) + £•(«)}       (tí E R).

For a general measure p satisfying (H6), condition (6.3) is clearly strictly

weaker than (6.1) if n > 2, but they are equivalent when n = \. Hence one
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could expect Theorem 6.1 to remain true if one replaces (6.1) by (6.3). This is

indeed the case.

Theorem 6.2. Let (H2), (H4), (H5) and (H6) hold. In addition suppose that

Z(p) is countable, and that (6.3) holds. Then every y E T(x) is a constant, and

the distance from g(x(t)) to %(p(0) + p*(0)) tends to zero as t -> oo.

Theorem 6.2 contains Theorem 6.1.

The proofs of [16, Theorem 3.2] and Theorem 6.1 use [16, Lemma 1.12],

which in turn depends on a theorem in [3, p. 232], essentially due to Agmon

and Mandelbrojt. Here we cannot apply that theorem directly, but have to

rewrite its proof to obtain a new version of [16, Lemma 1.12]:

Lemma 6.1. Let y E BUC(R; C), v, p E BM(R; C-"). Moreover, suppose

that v * (p = 0, and that %(p(a)) D %(v(a)) (a E R). Then o(p*y) contains

no isolated point. If moreover o(<p) is countable, then p * <p = 0.

Proof of Lemma 6.1. We prove the first claim by showing that if a is an

isolated point of a(p * tp), then %(p(a)) ^ %(v(a)). Let a be an isolated

point of a(p * <p). Without loss of generality we can take a — 0 (multiply v, p

and <p by e~iu'). Take some e > 0 such that [-e, e] n a(p * <p) = (0), and

choose some tj G S(R; R) such that tj(0) = 1, a(rj) c [ — £, e]. By [15, Lemma

5.2] combined with [16, Lemma 1.11], p * rp is of the form p * <p = y + t/V,

where y G C", y ^ 0, and ^ G BUC(R; C) with <j(t/0 n [-£, e] = 0. Since

(V * $)'** V^' an<i tne supports of tj and ^ do not intersect, we have

tj * ̂  = 0. This, together with the fact that t)(0) = 1, gives tj * p * <p = y.

Define r¡k(t) = k-xr¡(t/k) (tER,kE N). Then t/ä(w) = i\(ka) (a G R, k G

N), and, in particular, rjk(0) = 1. Thus also tj * ja * <p * r¡k = y (k G N), so

clearly

(6.4) lim tj * /x * 9 * tja(0) = y 7^= 0.
£-»00

The set {<p * r¡k\(k E N)} is bounded in L°°(R; C"), hence weak* sequen-

tially relatively compact. Passing to a subsequence (which we to simplify the

notations take to be the original one) we can suppose that tp * T]k converges

weak* in L°°(R; C) to some function £. (Here [3, p. 233] contains a misprint;

one should define /e = / * Xe> an(l not ft ~ K * / * XV) Since a(<p * r/*) c

[-e/k, e/k] (note that (<p * r¡kT= <pr¡k and that r¡k vanishes outside

-[e/k, e/k]) we must have a(£) c {0}. Apply [15, Lemma 5.2] to conclude

that £ is a constant. The function tj * p is integrable, and so by (6.4),

t](0)/î(0)| = y 7^0. Thus

(6.5) Éé91(m(0)).

On the other hand, v * q> = 0, so clearly also rj * v * <p * -qk = 0 (k E N).

As tj * v is integrable and rp * tja converges weak* in L°°(R; C) to £, we have
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tK0)£(0)£ = 0, i.e. £ G 9l(£(0)). This together with (6.5) gives 9l(/î(0)) 2
%(v(0)), and completes the proof of the fact that a(p*cp) contains no

isolated point.

The final statement in Lemma 6.1 follows easily. By [16, Lemma 1.9] we

have o(p * cp) c o(cp), so if a(cp) is countable, then a(p*cp) is closed,

countable, and has no isolated point, hence is empty (every nonempty perfect

set has more than countably many points). Thus the conclusion of Lemma 6.1

is true.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. As a first step in the proof of Theorem 6.2 we have

to sharpen Theorem 5.3. It no longer suffices to know that a(g °y) c Z(p)

(y E T(x)); in addition, we need the fact that

(6.6) v*(goy) = o       (^er(x)),

where v = p + p. The proof of (6.6) is essentially the same as in the scalar

case, so we do not give it in detail, but only indicate how one should proceed.

First use the vector version of [15, Lemma 7.1] to get (4.1) with cp = g ° x.

Then continue as in [13, §4] to conclude that

sup   j <p%.(u)p(u)cpT(w) du < 00,
TSR* JR

where cpT = X[o,T]S ° x- Since i > 0 we have 0 < [¿»(to)]2 < ||í(to)||í(to) (tí G

R). Hence also

sup   I \v (tí)cpT(tí)\2 du < 00.
TER* •'R

Continue as in [13, §4] to show that v * (g ° x)(t) -» 0 (t -> 00). From this one

easily obtains (6.6).

Take some y E T(x). By Theorem 5.3 and the countability of Z(p) we

have a(g ° y) countable. As, moreover, (6.6) is true we can apply Lemma 6.1

with <p = g ° y, and we find that p * (g °y) = 0. Hence by (5.1), y' = 0,

which proves that every y E T(x) is a constant.

We still have to verify the second half of the conclusion of Theorem 6.2.

Take some y E T(x), necessarily a constant. By (6.6), i>(0)g(y) = 0, i.e.

g(y) E %(v(0)) = 9t(/î(0) + p*(0)). If we let n denote the orthogonal pro-

jection which has the same nullspace as p(0) + p*(0), then we have Ilg ° y =

0 (y G T(x)). Now use obvious modifications of [16, Lemmas 1.3 and 1.5] to

get Hg(x(t)) -* 0 (t -> 00). This gives the desired conclusion, and completes

the proof of Theorem 6.2.

7. Examples on positive definite measures. In R' it is known that if

dp(t) = a(t) dt (t G R+), where a is positive, decreasing, and convex, then p

is positive definite. If, in addition, a is not piecewise linear in a very special

way, then Z(p) = 0. A corresponding result is also true in R", and even in

C. For simplicity we do as in (H6) and take a integrable on R+:
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Proposition 7.1. Let dp(t) = a(t) dt (t G R+), where a E LI(R+;C,n), and

suppose that for each a EC the scalar function a*aa is convex. Then p is

positive definite. Moreover, if there exists some a EC, a ^ 0, such that

a*aa = 0, then Z(p) — R, otherwise Z(p) = [a E R — {0}| there exists a E

C, o^O, such that a*aa is linear in each interval (2tr(k — l)/|w|, 2irk/\a\)

(k E N)}.

If in Proposition 7.1 one replaces C, C-" throughout by R", R"'", then one

must, in addition, suppose a = a*. Proposition 7.1 overlaps [10, Corollary

(4.1)].
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Whenever b E LX(R+; R) is convex (hence

positive, decreasing) one can integrate by parts twice to show that

Re b (a) =

a~2 f     (1 - cos(cor)) db'(t) (a ¥= 0),
•'(O.oo)

I b(t) dt (a = 0).
r+

Thus, in particular, Re b > 0, Re b(0) = 0 iff 6 = 0, and Re b(a) = 0 for

some co t^ 0 iff b' is constant in each interval (2iT(k — l)/|<o|, 2-irk/\a\)

(k E N). This proves Proposition 7.1 in the case « = 1.

Once the scalar case is known one simply applies Corollary 3.1 to show

that the claim p G PD(R+; C,B) is true for any « G N.

The proof of the claim concerning Z(p) can also be based on the

preceding scalar argument. First note that

a*(fi(a) + p*(a))a = 2 Re a*p(a)a = 2 Re(a*pa)*(a)   (a E R).

The matrix p(a) + p*(a) is singular iff there exists some a G C, a ¥= 0, such

that a*(p(a) + p*(a))a = 0. Thus

Z(/t)=  IJ  {to G R|Re(a*/ia)» = 0},
«EC
a¥=0

which by the scalar theory is the same set as the one given in Proposition?. 1.

There is another important class of kernels in R1 which is known to be

positive definite and satisfy the scalar version of (6.1) or (6.3), namely those

kernels p for which the functions b(t) = p([0, t]) (t G R+) are positive and

decreasing on R+. The corresponding matrix-valued kernels are also positive

definite. They do not necessarily satisfy (6.1), but they do satisfy (6.3).

Proposition 7.2. Let p E BM(R+ ; C,n), and suppose that for every a E C

the function a*p([0, t])a (t G R+) is positive and decreasing. Then p is positive

definite, and (6.3) Ao/o*s. Moreover, if /i(R+) is nonsingular, then Z(p) = 0,

and   otherwise   Z(p) = {0} U [a E R — {0}|   there   exists   some   a E
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9l(/i(R+)), a =7* 0, such that the function a*p([0, r])a (t E R+) is constant in

each interval [2tr(k - l)/|to|, 2vk/\o\) (k G N)}.

Proposition 7.2 contains the R" version of [9, Theorem 2.2] (again define

A(t) = p([Q,t])(tER+)).

Proof of Proposition 7.2. Take some a E C and define ba(t) =

a*K[0, t])a (t G R+). Take to G R. Then

a*(p(u) + p*(tí))a = 2 Re(a*pa)*(tí) = 2ôa(0) + 2 f     cos(to/) dba(t)
•'(O.oo)

(7.1)

> 26„(0) + 2 f     dba(t) = 2èa(oo) > 0,
-/(0,oo)

where we have used the fact that ba is positive and decreasing. Hence by

Corollary 3.1, p G PD(R+; C"-").

If ju(R+) is nonsingular, then we get equality in (7.1) for no a E C, a =?*= 0

(because ba(cc) > 0), and thus Z(p) = 0. If, on the other hand, jti(R+) is

singular, then %(p(R+)) contains some a ^ 0. For this a, ba(oo) = 0, and

one gets equality in (7.1) at least for to = 0. Thus 0 G Z(jn). In addition, one

gets equality for some to ̂  0 whenever ba is a constant in each interval

[2tr(k - l)/|to|, 27TÂ:/|to|) (k E N).

It only remains to show that (6.3) holds. The measure p is selfadjoint (the

function p([0, t]) (t E R+) is positive, hence selfadjoint). This implies

p (tí) + p*(u) = 2 f  cos(to/) dp(t)       (u G R).
jR+

Thus, it suffices to show that whenever ( /x(to) + ji*(to))a = 0, then one also

has

(7-2) f  sin(toi) dp(t)a = 0.

The case to = 0 is trivial. Take some u + 0, a E C, such that

(fi(tí) + p*(u))a*=0.

Then we have equality in (7.1), so the function ba is constant in each interval

[2m(k - l)/|to|, 2tt£/|îo|) (k E N). This means that for every s G (0, 1), k G

N, the matrix Bk¡s = p((2m(k - 1)/|ío|,2tt(A; - 1 + s)/|to|]) satisfies a*Bksa

= 0. As, moreover, Bk<¡ < 0, we have Bkj¡a = 0(í6 (0, 1), k EN). Thus the

C-valued measure pa vanishes in

U (M* - i)/M, 2**/|«|).
«EN

But then sin(to/) vanishes a.e. with respect to pa, so (7.2) holds, and the proof

of Proposition 7.2 is complete.
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By Propositions 7.1-7.2 one can apply Theorems 5.1, 5.3 to equations with

the two different types of monotone kernels. Of course, if Z ( p) = R, then the

conclusion of Theorem 5.3 becomes trivial. Also Theorem 6.2 applies to

equations with monotone kernels of the second type, provided Z(p) is

countable. The following questions present themselves: Is there anything that

can be said about the degenerate case Z(p) = R, and is Z(p) countable in

most cases? The answers to both questions are affirmative:

Proposition 7.3. The kernels in Propositions 7.1-7.2 have either Z(p) = R,

or Z(p) countable. If Z(p) = R, then equation (E) can be reduced to an

equation in R"~x (provided p is R"'"-valued).

Proof of Proposition 7.3. First consider the kernel in Proposition 7.2, and

begin with the case when p({0}) is singular. Then there exists some a G C,

\a\ = 1, such that /t({0})a = 0. Note that if p({0)) E Rnn, then one can

without loss of generality take a E R" instead of a G C (replace a by either

Re a or Im a). As the function a*p([0, t])a (t E R+)is positive and decreasing,

we must have a*/t([0, t])a = 0 (/ G R+). Thus by Proposition 7.2, Z(p) = R.

We claim that in the preceding case one can reduce (E) to an equation in

R"-1 (provided p is Rn'"-valued). Rotating the coordinate system if necessary

we can suppose that a is the last base vector in our base. Then pn „([0, /]) = 0

(/ G R+), and the positivity of w([0, i]) yields pnJ([0, t]) = pJn([0, t]) = 0 (j G

N„, / G R+). Thus (E) becomes

^'(0+2   f    gk(x(t-s))dpJk(s)=fj(t),

(7.3) *   '
XA°) = xjo       (j = \, . . ., n - I),

<(')-/»(').       xn(0) = x„0.

The last equation can be solved trivially, and substituting the value of xn into

the first « — 1 equations we are left with a problem in Rn_1.

To complete the proof of Proposition 7.3 for the kernel in Proposition 7.2 it

suffices to show that Z(p) is countable whenever p({0}) is nonsingular. Let T

be the set T — [t E (0, co)| p({t}) ^ 0} (the set of point masses of p). Then T

is countable. We claim that if /j.({0}) is nonsingular, then

(7.4) Z(jLt) C {2irk/t\k G Z, t E T).

Clearly this implies that Z(p) is countable.

To prove (7.4) we suppose that ju({0}) is nonsingular, and take to G Z(p),

a =fc 0. By Proposition 7.2, there exists some a G C, a ¥= 0, such that the

function ba(t) = a*/i([0, t])a (t E R+) is constant in each interval

[2tt(/c - l)/|to|, 2trk/\a\)   and   ba(oo) = 0.
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On the other hand, £»„(0) ̂ 0, because jn((0}) is nonsingular. Thus there exists

t G T, k E N, such that t = 2trk/\u\, i.e. |to| = 2-rrk/t, and the proof is

complete.

The kernel in Proposition 7.1 is treated in a very similar way, and we

therefore only indicate which changes are necessary in the preceding proof. If

one replaces p({0}) by ju(R+), then the argument for the degenerate case goes

through without difficulties. In the case when p(R+) is nonsingular one

defines T = {t E (0, oo)| the right derivative of a is discontinuous at t). This

set is countable, because a' is locally of bounded variation on (0, oo) (cf. the

argument establishing the fact that v has order zero in the proof of Theorem

3.2). One completes the proof as above by showing that Z(p) c {±2trk/t\k

G N, / G T).

Remark 7.1. One cannot directly apply Theorems 5.3 and 6.2 to the

reduced equation referred to in Proposition 7.3, because the function g in

(7.3) depends, in general, not only on xk (k - 1,.. ., n — 1), but also on xn.

One could remove the dependence on xn, substituting xn{<xi) for xn and

absorbing the error into /, but, in general, this destroys (H4). A better way is

to work in R" until one gets (4.1) with «¡p = g ° x, and from then on ignore xn

and work in Rn_1. One never gets control of the last component gn of g, but

this does not matter as (7.3) actually is independent of gn.

As a final example we study a system of ordinary differential equations

(7.5) x'(t) + Ag(x(t))=f(t)       (/GR+);       x(0) = xQ.

Proposition 7.4. Let (H2), (H4) hold. In addition, suppose that A E R"-n,

and that a*Aa > 0 for every a E R", a ^ 0. Then every bounded solution x of

(7.5) satisfies g(x(t)) -> 0 (/ -» oo).

Proposition 7.4 is undoubtedly known, and here it only serves as an

illustration of Theorem 6.1. Note, in particular, that we do not require any

symmetry of A. Proposition 7.4 follows from Theorem 6.1, because if one

defines dp(t) = A8Q, where ô0 is the scalar Dirac measure at zero, then (7.5) is

transformed into an equation of the form (E) with p(u) + jû*(to) = A + A*

(a E R) and

a*(A + A *)a = 2(Re a)*A (Re a) + 2(Im a)*A (Im a) > 0

for every a E C, a ^ 0.
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